
Tip of the Month
Shared Documentation

To quickly check which rows share documentation with your highlighted row, you can click the
“Show all references…” icon located in the Documentation Pane. The feature opens a section
listing the row number and column name of the elements with shared documentation.

New Online Help Article
RI$K CDF Charts in ACE

Our most recent Online Help article focuses on improving
understanding of RI$K CDF Charts in ACE 8.0. Within the
article, we specifically highlight how to generate s-curves for
single cases and the ability to compare them for multiple
cases. Read more to gain a better understanding of these
features and the ways they can benefit your model building
process.

 

 
To read more, log into ACEIT.com and visit user-resources>online-help. You need to have active
ACEIT DMS to access this section.  You’re also welcome to email
ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com with any comments, feedback, or ideas you have for future
articles! 
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"The Best Way to Get Started is to Quit Talking and Start Doing"
- Walt Disney
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Training Schedule

Class Name Date Location
Joint Analysis of Cost and Schedule - (JACS) 05/27/2021 Washington, DC
ACEIT for Model Builders (v8.0) 06/01/2021 Washington, DC
ACEIT for Advanced Model Builders (v8.0) 07/13/2021 Washington, DC
ACEIT for Model Builders (v8.0) 08/24/2021 Washington, DC

                                    
Call or email our ACEIT Training Coordinator (805) 964-6963 x2571 and let her assist you with your
training needs.
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